
The Prayer of the Wise
Bible Study Groups
6 : 1 Kings 8.41-43

This passage was preached on Sunday 16 October 2011.  The audio is 
available at www.stjameschorley.org. 

Digging in the Passage
Read 1 Kings 8.41-43.
These verses are about us, foreigners in Israel, and it is an 
opportunity to remember that, by the grace of God, we have been 
invited into His covenant people.

What does Solomon say will attract people to the Temple?

If we are now the Temple of God in which the Spirit dwells (1 Cor 
3.16) do you think there are similar reasons today why people are 
attracted to the Temple of God?

What does Solomon mention as evidence that these foreigners have 
come to faith in the LORD?

What do you think Solomon means when he prays to God that 
people will “know Your name”?  Can you think of similar things being 
said in the New Testament?

Can you think of examples in the New Testament which mention the 
importance of fear of the Lord?

A den of robbers
Read Mark 11.15-18

Despite the fact that the Temple would not last much longer what 
importance does Jesus attach to it?

people in our parish the wonderful gospel of Christ, that God would 
give us opportunity, courage and wisdom.  Pray that as the message 
is made known so the Lord would open peopleʼs hearts to believe.

Outreach is a key part of our work as Church.  If important things 
arise from your discussion and prayer please pass these on to me.  
You may also like to think about whether there is anything you could 
do together as a study group to help spread the good news about 
Jesus.

Thinking around
(Questions and discussion starters for those who get through the 
study quickly or want to explore some wider issues.) 

“How can they hear without someone preaching to them?”  But who 
should preach?  We tend to associate the word preaching with what 
happens in a Church service or with people shouting at passers by 
on a street corner.  These are both opportunities to tell people about 
Christ.
Some people say however that this is the job of a recognised 
preacher.  Also, because there are ʻevangelistsʼ mentioned in the 
New Testament it is a job best left to those with particular gifts and 
calling.  What do you think about who the task belongs to?
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What does the New Testament show us about how the promise to 
Abraham was to be fulfilled?  Galatians 3.8-9 & 13-14 is perhaps the 
clearest statement but you may be able to think of others.

What does Galatians 3.14 say about how we receive the promise?

What does Galatians 3.7 say about how we become sons of 
Abraham?

How did the Christians in Galatia therefore come to be sons of 
Abraham and children of the promise? (Gal 3.1,2)
How does this compare to what Solomon said was the reason why 
people would go to the Temple?

Faith comes by hearing.
Read Romans 10.11-17.

What does this passage say about how we as Gentiles receive the 
blessing promised to the children of Abraham?

From these verses trace the steps on the path to salvation.  How doe 
people come to receive the blessing of salvation.

What role do we therefore have in this?

Praying for conversion
In 1 Kings Solomon is praying for the foreigners, that when they hear 
and come to the Temple they will find the blessing of God.

Do you pray for people to come to faith? 
Do you think we do this enough when we pray together as a 
Church?
You may like at this point to share with one another the names of 
people you pray for and then take some time to pray together for 
these people.  Please also pray that we might know how to tell 

How was the misuse of the Temple affecting its purpose and 
importance?

Do you think this has any relevance to how we use churches today?   
If you have to draw up a policy about what should be allowed in a 
church building what would you permit and what would you exclude?

Would your policy be driven by theology or sentimental attachment? 

Because of theft and vandalism most churches have had to close 
their doors midweek in the last generation or so. Remembering what 
we have seen previously that churches are not the same as the 
Temple and that we are to worship in Spirit and in Truth, do you think 
there is value in churches trying to remain open so that people can 
drop in to pray during the week?

(Aside : The Temple in Jesusʼ day was the third temple and was 
more extensive than in the time of Solomon. It included various outer 
courts one of which was called the Court of the Gentiles.  In 
Solomonʼs time there is no indication or evidence, that I am aware of, 
that the area around the Temple building itself was enclosed. 
Solomon is not praying inside, but in the open space in front of the 
Temple.)

Gathering the nations
The gathering of the nations is part of the fulfilment of the promise to 
Abraham (Gen 12.3 & 22.18).  You may like to look up some of the 
later prophecies of this - Isa 19.24-25, Isa 56.78, Isa 60. 3,10 & Zech 
8.20-22.

The significance of these prophecies was not lost on the Jews and 
after the exile (from the 5th century BC) they became missionary in 
outlook.  In the New Testament we hear of Gentiles who had 
effectively become Jews (proselytes) and Gentiles who followed the 
Old Testament teaching about God, and its moral standards, but who 
had not adopted some of the particular practices (god-fearers).

 


